New Question Paper Pattern for BCA 1st Semester (Only)

The question paper will be of 70 Marks.

There will be three sections. Section A, Section B, Section C

Section A --------- Consist of five questions.
    Attempt any three out of five.
    Each question carries 10 Marks.
    Hence total will be 10*3 = 30 Marks.

Section B --------- Consist of Six Questions.
    Any Four out of Six questions.
    Each question carries five marks.
    Hence total will be 4*5 = 20 Marks.

Section C --------- Consist of 12 Question
    Any 10 out of 12 Questions.
    Each Question carries 2 marks.
    Hence total will be 10*2 = 20 Marks

Note: This new question paper pattern will be implemented from January 2013 Examination (Only for BCA Students).